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Foreword
This standard for Vintage / Heritage Trolley and Modern Streetcar track and overhead infrastructure is the
second major component of a set of recommended practice documents covering Vintage / Heritage Trolley
technology, and is the first extended to include modern streetcars.
As this standard was being prepared, there were about two dozen heritage trolley or modern streetcar
operations around the United States, with many more in the planning stages. All of them use electric
propulsion and operate on rail typically in a mixture of street and private right of way configurations. The
vehicles, be they heritage or modern, are usually lighter and lower speed than light rail vehicles so are
suited to a simpler infrastructure than their larger counterparts.
The rail transit industry and various engineering or self-regulatory groups have been steadily generating
standards covering many technical aspects of rail infrastructure and the related electrification. However,
some aspects of these standards are not ideal for the operating environment of heritage or modern
streetcars. For this reason the APTA Heritage Trolley and Streetcar Subcommittee has created this standards
document to outline concepts appropriate for streetcar lines built in an urban public transit environment.
It is the intention of this standard to focus on design level practices, leaving many engineering aspects
of preferred designs to the detailed standards prepared by groups such as the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE )and American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association
(AREMA). This subcommittee and other APTA entities are working closely with these groups on
development of detailed infrastructure standards.
It should be noted that this standard has been created specifically for heritage and modern streetcars
operating in a downtown area and is not intended for application to trolley museums that may operate
similar equipment. Museums may find aspects of this standard helpful for their environment. However,
the preservation-oriented requirements for historical accuracy and preservation of original materials and
methods are recognized as legitimate museum concerns. The fact that many operate purely on private
property also simplifies their environment and places them outside the scope of this standard.
Introduction
The purpose of the APTA overhead wire and track standards is to encourage infrastructure designs that
are appropriate, cost effective, and safe for heritage trolley and modern streetcar systems. These standards
draw on best practices developed over more than a century’s experience in the street railway industry,
with appropriate modifications for today’s safety concerns and operational practices. In fact, the standard
reference text of the street railway era, Electric Railway Handbook by Albert S. Richey published in 1924,
contains a wealth of information on street railway infrastructure that is still relevant today. The Association
of Railway Museums has republished this book and it is available in hard copy from that association (www.
railwaymuseums.org) or in electronic form on this subcommittee’s website at www.heritagetrolley.org/
ElectricRailwayHandbookRichey.pdf. Planners of contemporary system are encourage to consult this book.
This subcommittee’s standards are explicitly designed to encourage infrastructure appropriate for streetcar
use, and to discourage application of overly restricted or onerous standards intended for light rail, rapid
transit, or heavy rail conditions. (Note that in some cases, streetcars will be used as a precursor of light rail
construction or may share facilities with a light rail line. In such cases use of light rail standards will be
appropriate.)
Streetcar applications differ in important ways from their larger-scale brethren so use of appropriate
design is important. Most significantly, streetcar rights of way are most often placed in or near urban
streetscapes so designs that cause minimal disruption and which are aesthetically pleasing are to be strongly
encouraged. In some cases, a heritage streetcar line will be part of an effort to recreate a period ambience
so there will be an interest in using streetcar infrastructure designs that closely mimic designs from the
early 20th century, and these standards allow such use. For both modern and historic streetcar projects a
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Practice to avoid: Overhead support poles of larger capacity than
needed and overly complex overhead suspension (Pittsburgh).

Practice to avoid: Catenary style overhead construction along an
urban streetscape as in this Pittsburgh view.

Practice to avoid: Heavy, visually intrusive track construction
in an urban area in Pittsburgh. (Note: This is an area off limits to
pedestrians and riad traffic.)

Practice encouraged: The same location as at left before conversion from streetcar to light rail. Much less intrusive infrastructure.

Practice to avoid: A light rail station in a streetscape in Long
Beach. Such a massive station would be over-scale for a streetcar
line.

Practice to avoid: Placing fencing between track (as in this
example of a streetcar line upgraded to light rail in Boston) which
may cause the track platform to become a barrier dividing the
community.
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common goal will be to reduce visual clutter from overhead wire and track configurations and to minimize
the amount of excavation and utility relocation required to build the infrastructure. These standards are
designed to support such goals.
Practices to Avoid
The following are examples of practices common to light rail, rapid transit, or heavy rail modes that
have been or might be applied in a streetcar environment, and which these standards seek to discourage.
Accompanying photos illustrate many of these points:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Use of overhead support poles much larger than required
Use of catenary overhead wire construction in an urban streetscape
Use of multiple contact wires or feeders or other overly complicated designs in a streetscape
Use of heavy trackwork in or near a streetscape
Use of intrusive station designs in a streetscape
Use of fences between track or other construction techniques that may cause the streetcar line to
be a barrier dividing the community
Prohibition of station stops on grades or curves

Practices to be Encouraged
This standard seeks to encourage approaches such as these:
1. Simple bracket arm overhead wire supports designed to add an attractive feature to the urban
environment
2. Overhead span wire support poles of minimum cross section, shared with street lighting or other
utilities
3. Track on a median or streetside reservation surrounded by grass to level of the rail head
4. Unobtrusive street turnouts and crossings
5. Minimal but accessible station designs
6. Station designs that conform as much as possible to the contours of the streetscape
7. Simple raised or delimited track reservations that separate auto traffic from streetcars but that
allow rubber-tired access in emergency situations
8. Electrical substations placed so as to minimize visual intrusion and avoid use of real estate better
suited for other purposes
9. Direct fixation of span wires to buildings or other structures, eliminating the need for some support
poles
This standard is also intended to encourage proper use of traditional street railway terms and to clarify
some of the confusion caused by contemporary usage. Thus the term “catenary” construction is used only
for compound overhead wire construction that consists of a messenger wire (suspended in a catenary
curve) supporting, by vertical drops, a contact wire below. For simpler, traditional streetcar overhead wire
supported by cross spans or bracket arms, the terms “trolley wire” or “direct suspension overhead” is used.
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Practice to encourage: Simple overhead construction supported
by a clean and appropriately scaled pole and bracket combination
which doubles as a street light support on a new line in Zurich.
Practice to encourage: Simple yet accessible station design on a
modern streetcar installation in Portland.

Practice to encourage: Attractive bracket construction designed
to enhance San Francisco’s F heritage streetcar line accompanied
by period-looking pavement with a rough surface that discourages
incursion by autos.

Practice to encourage: Street
special work of small scale designed to be minimally intrusive
in Portland.

Practice to encourage: Track in Tacoma separated from traffic by
low bumps but allowing access for pedestrians and emergencies.

Practice to encourage: Placing
substations where they are not
noticeable and do not take street
frontage (Little Rock).

Practice to encourage: Reserved track laid in grass to railhead as
on the new Canal Street line in New Orleans.
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Practice to encourage: Station designs that conform to local
geography, as does this traditional stop on a steep grade in San
Francisco.

Practice to encourage: Station designs that conform to constraints
imposed by local conditions, including placement of boarding platforms on very sharp curves. The above and below photos illustrate
the tight radius station configuration dictated by space restrictions
under Toronto’s Union Station. This station was built in the early
1990s.
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Draft List of Topics to be Covered in this Standard - Directly or by Reference to other Standards
1. Track cross slope
2. Use of girder rail vs. T-rail
3. Use of cast vs. built up frogs
4. Guidelines for direct suspension overhead
5. Guidelines for substations
6. Design and placement of feeder wires
7. Guidelines for signals
8. Guidelines for placement of stations (including hills, curves)
9. How to build street track with minimal disruption of traffic and local businesses/residents
10. Allowable grades and minimum curve radii.
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